Link layer controllers for the AVHS architecture proposed in PATH are derived using vehicle conservation flow models. Control laws are developed for three highway topologies: a single lane highway, a highway with multiple discrete lanes and a highway with an arbitrary 2 dimensional flow pattern. The control laws obtained for each of the topologies is distributed and is very suited for implementation at the lower levels of the AVHS control hierarchy. Simulation results are described.
Introduction
The current Automated Vehicle and Highway System (AVHS) architecture proposed in the California PATH project [lo] consists of five hierarchical layers: (Fig.1) : the network layer, the link layer, the coordination (planning) layer, the regulation layer and the physical layer. There is a so that, on average, vehicles entering the system reach their destinations in the shortest amount of time. The link layer controller establishes traffic conditions, which we define t o be density and flow profiles, so as to realize the capability of a stretch of highway. The coordination layer determines when a vehicle should perform a maneuver and ensures that maneuvers occur in an orderly and safe fashion. The regulation layer control laws carry out the maneuvers [4, 51.
In this paper we focus on a link layer control that regulates aggregate traffic density and velocity to their appropriate values, while acting within this hierarchical structure. The proposed link layer stabilizing control law requires only local density and commands only local reference velocities. In this sense the controller is decentralized.
Background and overview
Control strategies at the macroscopic level for the link layer are scarce. We review some of the relevant ones here.
In [6] , the authors present a detailed traffic flow model based on the behavior of human drivers. It is proposed that, if one of the terms that describe driver behavior is replaced by a control term intended to homogenize the density profile, then the capacity of the highway can be better realized.
Chien et al.
[2] study the problem of tracking an arbitrary density profile. Using a one lane macroscopic traffic model similar to that in [6], they derive a controller that commands a desired velocity at each section of the highway such that the density of the entire highway conforms to a specified density profile. Because the control law relies on the inversion of the traffic flow dynamics, the control action can be large when the density in any section of the highway is small.
A description of a link layer controller consistent with the AHS architecture in [lo] , for a multiple lane highway operating under normal conditions, can be found in [9] . The design uses a dynamic model of the coordination and regulation layers obtained through extensive simulations under normal operation conditions. A lane change proportion control has been developed and implemented in SmartPath [3] using three control laws intended to balance traffic across the lanes, allow cars to reach their exit and avoid significant increases in travel times, respectively.
In [7] , the parameters for a spatially discretized traffic flow model of the Southern Boulevard Perpherique of Paris are In our approach to the link layer control problem we consider a fully automated highway. We do not specify beforehand the coordination and regulation layer dynamics in our link layer model. The spatial discretization of the highway into different sections and the sampling time of the link layer control should be determined by the bandwidth requirements of the link layer dynamics. Therefore, to derive the link layer controller, we use a spatially and temporally continuous model of the highway, obeying only the law of conservation of vehicles. We make the assumptions that the dynamics associated with the velocities of the vehicles and the change lane action are fast and can be commanded instantaneously. While the assumption on the dynamics of controlling velocity is realistic, the change lane maneuvers which currently take 3 to 6 sec. may not be. 
The desired density profile determines the desired concentration of vehicles on the highway, whereas the desired velocity field specifies how cars should be maneuvered. The link layer control law described below stabilizes the actual density and velocity at the desired values. We investigate traffic stabilization control for three highway topologies: single lane highway, multiple discrete lane highway and dense lane highway.
Flow Stabilization on a One Lane Highway
Consider a one lane highway which is parameterized by x E [0, L], schematically shown in Fig. 2 . The evolution of the density on the highway is given by:
The control objective is to stabilize traffic by commanding the velocity profile V ( x , t ) such that K ( z , t ) is close to a desired density profile Kd(x, t ) and the traffic moves with a desired velocity Vd(x) > 0. Specification of both the velocity and density determines the desired flow rate,
Substituting the control law into (l),
The following theorem states that with (3) as the control, the desired traffic condition is stable in the Lz sense. 
Proof: Consider the following Lyapunov functional:
Differentiating with respect to time, Notice that the first term is an exact differential:
Using the Leibnitz rule and substituting Vc(z, t ) in (3), (5) transforms to: 
Thus, if the density is higher downstream than it is upstream, g(z,t) > 0 and the control law decreases the velocity. This has the effect of preventing a pile up downstream. The control law can be interpreted as a density homogenizing law.
Notice that the control law (3) is distrzbutive, i.e. velocity command at position x is determined by the density nearby.
It is also very simple: it involves taking the gradient of the weighted density error. The weighting factor in this case is V d b ) .
Flow stabilization on a Discrete-Lane Highway
Consider now a highway of length L, consisting of n lanes (in Fig. 3, n = 3) . A parameterization is the pair ( z , i )
, and 1 5 i 5 n. Vehicles on the highway can change to adjacent lanes. In addition to the ability to control the velocity in the longitudinal direction on each lane, we also assume that we can control the proportions of cars that switch lanes. One advantage of controlling the proportions as opposed to the absolute number of cars that change lane is that the density on the highway can be guaranteed to be non-negative.
The desired traffic condition on the discrete lane highway is specified by: In this paper we constrain our exposition to the case when the lane change is taking place between lanes in the locations where their desired velocities are the same (see figure   4 ). The general case is described in [8] . 
Using this notation the dynamics of the density are given by:
The right hand side of (7) consists of three types of terms that account for: traffic flow along the lane, traffic leaving the lane and traffic entering the lane. Notice also that ni,j(z, t ) determines the proportion of cars to switch from lane i to lane j in unit time as it is multiplied by K,(z,t) in (7).
Vdz(z) and Kdr(z, t ) , the desired velocity field and density field of lane i, and n$ (z) the desired lane change proportion satisfy the discrete lane traffic dynamics (7) with Vd(z), &(z, t) and N~( z ) defined similarly to V(z, t), K(z, t) and w4.
propose control laws consisting of terms that are determined by the desired traffic conditions and terms determined by the current traffic condition:
The dynamics of the density error K ( z , t ) are given by:
Now , control laws for the feedback component of the longitudinal control Vc(z, t ) and the elements in the change lane proportion Nc(x, t ) in ( [8] for further details). Define the transformed density error F(x, t ) E 72":
F(z, t ) = AT(x)Vd(x)A(x)K(x, t ) (11)
The control laws are given by a
VC(Z, t ) = -C(x,t) diag { & (Fb, t ) ) } (12) ni,j(z,t) 2 0, if Fi(x,t) -F j ( s , t ) > 0. (13)
where C(z, t ) 2 0 is a gain function, and is set to 0 at the inlets and outlets of the highway, and at the end of an interval where the desired change lane proportion is nonzero.
Under the above control law, the discrete lane highway has the following properties. To illustrate the effectiveness of the control law described 
Theorem 4.1 Consider the discrete lane highway model. Suppose that the desired velocit profile v d i , the desired profile Kdi satisfy the highway trafic dynamics (7). For the density error for each lane i, &(x, t ) = &(z, t ) -Kdi(z, t).

Denote the L2 norm to be: change lane proportion profile J niJ and the desired density Assume that the inlet condition at each lane i is such that the flow rate q5i(O,t) = Kdi(O,t)Vdi(O), then under the control law (11)
-
Dense Lane Highway
We now turn to a 2-dimensional highway model . Let the highway be a two dimensional orientable manifold 3-1. From the principle of vehicle conservation, the dynamics of the traffic density satisfy the following partial differential equation:
where K ( z , t ) is the density at position x and time t and V.
represents the divergence operator in the normal Cartesian coordinates. We assume that V ( z , t ) is a velocity field of the traffic flow that we can command and that K ( z , t ) is available for measurement.
Assume that the desired traffic condition is given by a pair of density and velocity fields (Kd(z, t ) The flow lines of the velocity field cover the highway. We assume every flow line is either: closed (i.e. 3Tz s.t.
$(z, t ) = z) or if they start on the boundary of the highway, they will eventually exit. 
be the density error. The dynamics of the density error is given by: [8] for full details)
We are now ready to define the control law:
where V, satisfies:
One possible definition of V , is:
where the gradient is taken w.r.t. to any Riemannian metric (possibly time varying) on 3-1, and ((z, t ) 2 0 is a scalar gain function that vanishes on 33-1. Under the control law (19) wath (20) To demonstrate the effectiveness of the control law, a simulation is performed. We simulated the controller on a circular highway and the desired density profile is a stationary hole: a region of low density in the middle of the highway (Fig. 6) . The traffic that leaves the highway on the right hand side of the figure reenters on the left. The initial density profile is shown in Fig. 7 . Notice that the density profile after 25 time units, shown in Fig. 8 , is nearly exactly the same as the desired density profile. It should be noted that, in this example, the actual density profile will not converge to the desired profile without feedback control (K). ous framework. It is interesting to note also that the closed loop dynamics resulting from the feedback laws proposed in problems. The latter is always dissipative. 3 this paper have a similar structure to that in heat diffusion 2 8
Conclusions
Link layer stabilizing control laws for AVHS systems are presented. These laws are proposed to stabilize traffic conare considered for three highway model topologies: a single lane highway, a multiple discrete lane highway, and a two dimensional highway with arbitrary traffic flow pattern. The control law in each case is simple, consisting of a feedfor- 
Discussion
The link layer controllers described in the previous sections have the following characteristics:
Decentralized control scheme: To calculate the control action at each section of the highway, the link layer requires only information local to that section. The control law calculates the generalized gradient of a weighted density error. A decentralized control scheme is suited for AVHS hierarchical architectures. The roadside computer will provide the weighting function and the desired traffic condition necessary to compute the weighted density error.
Guaranteed stability: The derivation of the link layer control laws was based on stability considerations. We exploited properties of vehicle conservation laws for highway systems to obtain remarkably simple laws, within a rigorward action and feedback action obtained by a generalized gradient, and is distributed. They are therefore suited for implementation within the current AVHS hierarchy.
